STUDY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AT GREEN RIVER COLLEGE

**NEW GREEN RIVER STUDENT**

**AA**
Transferable Liberal Arts Track
INCLUDE: 
SDEV 106  
SDEV 117  
SDEV 218  
SDEV 219  
SDEV 220  
SDEV 201

**AS**
Transferable Math Science Track
INCLUDE: 
SDEV 106  
SDEV 117  
SDEV 201  
CS 121  
CS 122  
CS 123

**BAS**
Software Development

**AAS**
Data Analytics & Software Development

**MASTER’S DEGREE**

**START YOUR CAREER**

**BRIDGE COURSES**
SDEV 106  
SDEV 117  
SDEV 218  
SDEV 219  
SDEV 220  
SDEV 201

I already have an associate or Bachelor’s degree

Visit [greenriver.edu/software] for more information.